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Background: The approval of PR-SDP by the FDA
provided an opportunity to improve the safety of our
platelet inventory across all patient demographics
(Fig 1). We outline our approach and address issues faced
during the first 4 months of PR-SDP availability.
Study Design/Methods: Our nursing education team
provided presentations to the nursing and clinical unit
support staff. A company-sponsored trainer staffed
sessions for the evening/night shifts on the clinical wards.
Presentations to physicians were made by the blood bank
medical staff. Information Technology personnel created a
new product type in the blood bank computer system,
tested the ABO/Rh truth tables, and ensured that billing
codes were in place. The necessity for transiently
supporting a dual inventory of PR-SDP and conventional
platelets led to consultation with the ethics committee and
risk management, to confirm that PR-SDP and
conventional platelets (C-PLTs) tested for bacteria (“safety
measure” testing) could both be considered the hospital
standard of care (Fig 2). We chose to not gamma irradiate
any unit of PR-SDP, consistent with the package insert.
Figure 1: Patients Receiving PR Platelets

Results/Findings: The ethics committee and risk
management agreed that informed consent was not
needed for transfusion of PR-SDP. PR-SDP available from
our blood supplier incremented monthly. Over the first four
months of PR-SDP availability, 777 PR-SDP were
transfused at our hospital (out of a total of 3286 platelets
transfused). After 4 months of scale-up, PR-SDP were
approximately 30% of inventory. Questions received
during the nursing and medical conferences related to: the
risk of bacterial contamination with C-PLTs vs. PR-SDP;
toxicology of the PR process; scanning PR-SDP labels
into the electronic medical record; and the need to
irradiate PR-SDP. Our use of a “safety measure”
addressed concern over bacterial contamination of CPLTs. Published PR-SDP toxicology data comparing the
content of psoralens in food products such as grapefruit
(~12 mg per 100g) to the content in PR-SDP (<1 ng per
mL) addressed toxicology concerns. IT allayed Nursing’s
concern over scanning issues with a simple
demonstration. Finally, we ensured that all parties were
aware that FDA did not require irradiation of PR-SDP.
Presentations at the medical conferences were also used
as an opportunity to provide transfusion-transmitted
disease training and information on platelet utilization.
Company personnel did not present at medical or nursing
conferences per institutional policy. No complaints were
received following the PR-SDP roll-out despite the
presence of a dual inventory.
Figure 2: Management of a Dual Platelet Inventory

Conclusion: Using an inclusive approach to staff
training, PR-SDP can be seamlessly added to the blood
bank inventory.
Fig 3: Approval of PR Platelets Coming into YNHH
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